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It will be Munshi Premchand’s 141st birth anniversary on July 31 this year. His real name was Dhanpat Rai Shrivastava, but his pen name 'Premchand' transcended time and found him glory. He initially ...
Munshi Premchand Birth Anniversary - From 'Sevasadan' to 'Godaan', 5 must-read books by the legendary author
Huntington resident Rachel Master and Setauket based teen Greenley Modica joined forces with Hewlett based Hindi’s Libraries to run book drives in their communities. Master and her family dropped off ...
Hindi’s Libraries
Huntington resident Rachel Master and Setauket based teen Greenley Modica joined forces with Hewlett based Hindi’s Libraries to run book drives in their communities. Master and her family dropped off ...
book collection drive
Shubhankar Mishra is the youngest Hindi news anchor who has covered more than 15 states through ground reporting assignments.
Shubhankar Mishra — an Indian news anchor who reached 1 million followers on Instagram
Text books for the new academic session have started reaching the district. The first consignment of 94644 books has reached the district. A list of books has also been sent. Out of the books included ...
94644 The first batch of textbooks reached the district, changed the curriculum under the new education policy
Bengaluru:Amazon.in announced the winners of the fourth edition of KDP Pen to Publish. The writing contest has been conceptualized to recognize literary excellence amongst self-published authors ...
Amazon Announces Winners of Fourth Edition of KDP Pen to Publish Contest
Sol. JK Rowling has a new book coming this autumn, a festive children’s story with all new characters. The story is about a boy named Jack and his toy Dur Pig, who goes missing on Christmas Eve.
Important Current Affairs Quiz for Bank Mains Exams 2021- 24th July
"What is this, brother?" He said, "Where do I begin? The poor don't have the resources to burn the dead body. So they he thinks it is as pure to immerse it in the river." ...
A city’s soul is judged by the omnipresence of an artistic idea: Filmmaker Vijay Singh
Annie Desroches was in tears as she described the poor treatment Echaquan received at the hospital in Joliette, Que., northeast of Montreal, last September. The artificial obvious is what is actually ...
in which annie gives it those ones
With the pandemic giving rise to individuals taking up self-care, activities, personal grooming techniques, and several hobbies, many ecommerce platforms have reported a rise the sales of books ...
Adapting Hindi fiction for smartphone-savvy readers
Tickets are now on sale for Easton’s town party, which will celebrate community spirit. Ashlar-Aspetuck Masonic Lodge No. 142 is presenting the event, which runs from 1 to 7 p.m. on Sept. 18 and ...
Community news: Pequot Library book sale returns and more
As Dilip Kumar transcends to a new stage, the pole star of the golden age of Hindi cinema would be remembered ... You can subscribe for free here A veritable cultural icon who inspired economist ...
Dilip Kumar, the pole star of a golden age of Hindi cinema, no more
Back in the golden era of Bollywood, the screenplay of a feature film often had multiple parallel tracks – from hero to villain and of course, a special one for comic artists. The comedians were often ...
Mirroring The Industry: Johnny Walker, Mehmood and the missing comic artists in Bollywood films
Kajal Aggarwal has proved to be one of the most sought-after actresses in the Hindi and South film industry. The stunner has always managed to turn ...
Kajal Aggarwal flaunts her no makeup look and proves she's a bookworm in the latest PHOTO
Do you know what the benefits of panchang in Hindi are? Do you know how astrology ... By choosing your sun sign according to free panchang, you can understand your personality.
Check your panchang in Hindi while starting your day
In a statement, the Delhi government said the revamped app can also be used to book pink passes that allow women to travel free of cost in public buses.
Delhi Cabinet approves 10% discount on bus tickets booked through ‘One Delhi’ app
With the Delhi Cabinet approving the proposal of the transport department on Saturday, bus commuters in the national capital will get a 10 per cent ...
Bus commuters to get 10% discount on booking tickets via ‘One Delhi’ app
The Delhi Cabinet has approved the transport department's proposal to provide a discount of 10% in fares to bus passengers in the national capital..|News Track ...
Do you travel by bus? Book tickets from this app, will get huge benefits
At the time of his death he had to his name 11 books in Urdu — seven collections of short stories and four novels — and 30 books in Hindi ... stories are entirely free from this weakness.” ...
ESSAY: THE FORGOTTEN FABULIST
The title of the book is a Caribbean Hindustani slur for gay ... s preference to speak in Guyanese Bhojpuri and her intimate, free engagement with Hindu myth. Guyanese Bhojpuri is a dying language ...
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